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InTouch

Change Has Become the New
Normal at DHI
By Jerry Heppes Sr., CAE

By the time we are finished, DHI leadership will have
improved every program DHI has to offer…change has
become a permanent phenomenon at DHI. Last year
in this column I outlined the accomplishments as we
launched “New Day, New DHI.” The column addressed
what was planned for 2017, and we have progressed
just as promised. Besides the continuation of our new
credential program (see article by Laura Frye on page
27), one of the most substantial changes is being made
with our membership structure.
The transition started in the fourth quarter, with the
goal of the new structure to serve more people in
our industry by transitioning to a discounted tieredmembership structure for our corporate members.
Having more people in our industry engaged with DHI
is one of our top strategic initiatives; it is the best way
to advance the entire industry! Our goal is to broaden
and deepen our reach and influence within our industry,
through a more relevant membership structure.
The essence of membership in DHI is the actual
connection: a personal feeling of belonging to the
organization and a sense of pride to be a member of the
door security + safety profession and its organization.
This feeling of connection was punctuated when we
renamed the association DHI – Door Security + Safety
Professionals to better represent you, our members and
your expertise, and not us as an “institute.”
This new corporate membership structure allows
more of your employees to experience the benefits of
membership and the personal connection it brings—
at a distinctly more reasonable price! It is new, it is
different, and it is better.
As you will learn in the article entitled, The Next
Evolution of Doors + Hardware, the magazine is
evolving to the next logical path supporting the New
DHI but also the evolution of our industry. We noted
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the expansion further into the access control market
to bring new content and helpful insight into this
important segment of the security market, where our
members are engaging more every day. The new name,
Door Security + Safety keeps with our New DHI and
evolving channel.
In early 2018 we will substantially upgrade our biweekly
industry newsletter IndustryWatch with a cutting edge
personalized newsfeed, newsletter and buyers’ guide.
This new format will allow our members to dictate what
type of industry news they want and how often.
I would like to thank the many industry members who
have embraced our new DHT/DHIA credential scheme. It
is also encouraging to see the growth in the number of
AHCs we have witnessed. This expansion is proving to
be good for our industry.
As we have partnered with the new owner of
conNextions, our event strategy continues to unfold.
We are launching our second Executive Summit in early
2018 and believe it will be as successful as our first in
2013. A regional concept is the next initiative we will
explore.
I can’t imagine what my column may say next
December as it will be hard to top the efforts of our
leadership and staff over the past 18 months, but as
change has become permanent, no doubt we will be
celebrating it again. 
JERRY HEPPES SR., CAE, is the
CEO of DHI and the Door Security &
Safety Foundation. If you’d like to
comment on this article or any
others in the December issue, email
dgable@dhi.org.
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DHI MEMBER SINCE: 2014. I have been working in the
door and hardware industry since 2011.
OCCUPATION: Architectural Door Hardware Specialist
CHILDHOOD AMBITION: ITF/ATP tennis player; I used
to be on the Syrian national team.
FIRST JOB: Telemarketing agent. I called people to sell
them long distance plans.
WHAT LED YOU TO OUR INDUSTRY? In 2010,
I attended a seminar in Singapore held by Tom
Embriani of Baldwin Hardware.
PROUDEST PROFESSIONAL MOMENT: Achieving my
first points from the International Tennis Federation.
Now, I’m a coach on weekends.
BIGGEST CHALLENGE: To have a good work/life
balance. My work ethic is inherited from my mother,
who raised four children after my dad passed away in
1998. I would like to become a certified consultant as
an AHC/FDAI/EHC to support my family, and build a
lifelong career.
GUILTY PLEASURE: Candy and chocolate.
FAVORITE BOOK/MOVIE: Books: Awaken the Giants
Within and Notes from a Friend, both by Anthony
Robbins. Movies: The Longest Ride, Concussion. I like
horror movies in general especially based on true
stories.
MENTOR/HERO: There are two: My loving mom
taught me the true value of family along with her
incredible work ethic. Also, Anthony Robbins, a life
coach and business strategist, philanthropist, and
entrepreneur. His speeches really got me going and
pushed me forward.

BE A FACE OF DHI

We’d Like to Get to Know You!
Volunteering to be a “Face” of DHI is a great way to expand
your professional network. It allows Doors + Hardware readers
to get to know you better and also gives you a chance to
share your accomplishments and career highlights in our
industry. Not ready to be a “Face” but know someone who is?
Email Paige Horton at phorton@dhi.org with your nominee. We’ll
take care of the rest!
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BEST ADVICE YOU EVER RECEIVED: If you are
unsure, don’t be afraid to say “I don’t know.”
BEST ADVICE YOU NEVER RECEIVED: Do as you
would be done by.
HOW HAS YOUR INVOLVEMENT WITH DHI
SUPPORTED YOUR CAREER GOALS? DHI has helped
me in many ways over the years, especially through
education. DHI is a great resource for education
and professional networking; my involvement has
sustained me throughout my career. I have gained
extensive product knowledge and learned a lot about
door hardware. DHI is well respected and a great
source to help anyone understand and learn about the
door and hardware industry.
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COMING: THE NEXT
EVOLUTION OF
DOORS + HARDWARE
By Denise Gable

NEXT MONTH,
DOOR SECURITY +
SAFETY MAGAZINE
DEBUTS WITH A
FRESH NEW LOOK.
OUR INDUSTRY
IS CHANGING,
AND WE'RE
CHANGING
WITH IT.

Welcome to the last issue of Doors + Hardware
magazine! Next month, you will notice a big
change to your monthly magazine. In addition
to changing the name from Doors + Hardware
to Door Security + Safety, we’ve made a design
“refresh” that gives the magazine a more sophisticated look in an easy-to-read format.
You may be asking, “Why Door Security +
Safety, and why now? This magazine has served
the industry for 81 years beginning as Profit
Bound in 1936. It has had only three other name
changes over the years: Hardware Consultant and
Contractor in 1944, then just Hardware Consultant
in 1953, and finally Doors and Hardware in 1975.
(See sidebar on next page)
We believe a name change building upon the
re-branding of DHI launched last year, and
better representing our readership and the
expanding editorial direction of the magazine,
is critically important now. It’s an opportunity
to leverage a tremendously valuable tool to help
communicate the vision of the New DHI and to
deliver critical information to what should be
a vastly expanding audience interested in and
involved with door security and safety.
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MAGAZINE HISTORY
DATES TO 1936
There is nothing permanent
except change.
— Greek philosopher, Heraclitus
By Carla Mangone
With the name Door Security + Safety, we
will now align our flagship publication
to represent the door security + safety
professionals who comprise our industry,
and also align with the Door Security
& Safety Foundation, which provides
awareness, education and advocacy to
promote secure and safe openings that
enhance life safety.
This name change is crucial to symbolize to the traditional readership of the
magazine that our editorial content is
expanding to better represent the realities of today’s markets, which is a considerable benefit to readers. But it’s just the
first step. There are several other steps in
this initiative:
 A strategic plan for refocusing and
expanding the print and digital
circulation of the magazine.

 Expand digital version circulation to
locksmiths, security dealers and integrators, and stakeholders involved
in security through allied associations representing these markets.

 Expand content of the new magazine to include not just door, frame,
mechanical and electrified security
hardware, but a greater focus on
electronic access control products,
and all other door opening related
products that comprise all aspects of
door security and safety.

We hope you are pleased with the
new look and new direction of our magazine, and we welcome your feedback.
And as always, we can’t have a great
publication without great contributors. If
you’ve ever thought about writing for the
magazine, there’s no better time. Email
me at dgable@dhi.org, to get started. 
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DHI evolves to fit the needs of its
members and industry, and the
same can be said for its flagship
magazine, Doors + Hardware. The
association magazine started out as
Profit Bound in 1936 and eight years
later, a name change delivered
Hardware Consultant & Contractor to
DHI members with articles focused
on the industry.
Another title change was made in
1953, Hardware Consultant, which
reflected who the core magazine
readers were.

IT’S HARD TO
MAKE IT IN
YOUR BUSINESS
WITHOUT THE
MAGAZINE OF
YOUR BUSINESS.

Robert G. Ryan, Doors + Hardware editor from 1946-1977, reflected
in the 50th Anniversary edition, “The goal from the beginning was
to provide timely, authoritative information that helped readers stay
on top of developments that directly affected your business.” Today,
articles focus on builders’ hardware, doors, electronic security devices,
technology, fire and life safety equipment, codes, ADA issues and many
specialty products. Changes and growth within the industry, as well as
non-technical concerns in the industry, such as management, marketing,
inventory, and sales techniques, are also covered.
“It’s hard to make it in your business without the magazine of your
business,” Ryan added.
In the 1986 Doors + Hardware anniversary issue of the Industry’s first
50 trade shows, Joseph Lesniak, DAHC, and Richard Hornaday took
a peek into what the future may hold for door security + safety
professionals over the next 50 years. While some predictions will most
likely not happen in the next 19 years (Mars colonies and force field
openings, to name a few), they were spot on forecasting automation
and paperless environments (including the downward trend of
newspaper and magazines), thumbprint scanners for door locks and
entry, and the first female DHI president (which coincidentally was
only one year off). It should be noted that we aren’t far off from their
prediction of driverless automobiles!
As proven by the predictions made in 1986, innovative door security +
safety professionals make up DHI. As we transition into our new Door
Security + Safety publication, we expect our industry, and as a result,
our organization, to continue to grow. Our magazine, which reflects our
industry and the door security and safety professionals who work in it,
will be a big part of this evolution.
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Decorative
Hardware
of the
Victorian Era

An American Perspective
By Raheel Ahmad

T

he history, as well as growth,
of antique decorative
hardware has been a topic
of debate and discussion
for a long time. It has often been
interlinked with the architectural
developments and historical
timelines. Many times, such linkages
throw light on several invisible
aspects of the human development
during a particular period of history.

Although a small part of the building,
these small and intricate pieces of
mostly metallic embellishments
on our doors and windows tell us
a lot more than any other feature
of a structure. Partly because this
hardware is, more often than not,
referred to by the historical period to
which it belongs and is among the few
things that come in close contact with
the inhabitants almost every day.
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The American Perspective

In American architectural history,
the Victorian era during the late
nineteenth century is best known
for its intricate designs and decorative
style. No doubt, it has a definitive
and special place among the vast
array of architectural designs and
decorative hardware styles. The
period portrays the embellishments
of the architectural marvels of
the mid-19th century to early
20th century. It makes a very
insightful academic study, as well
as an interesting topic for general
discussion.
According to British history, the
Victorian era is the period of Queen
Victoria's reign during 1837-1901. It
is characterized as a period of peace,
prosperity, refined sensibilities and
national self-confidence in Britain.

However, in America, the Victorian era
is considered as the period from the
1860s to 1900. The architectural styles
and the hardware used during that
period are referred as Victorian era.
There are several sub-styles of the
Victorian era, such as the Second
Empire, Romanesque Revival,
Victorian Gothic, Queen Anne,
Stick/Eastlake, Shingle, Renaissance
Revival and Chateauesque. But
going into details of each one of
them would require a huge amount
of space, effort and of course, time.
So, primarily in this article I will
focus only on the broader aspects of
Victorian era hardware.

According to Nancy E. Berry, an
accomplished journalist and editor of
a popular luxury lifestyle magazine
in the U.S., the artistic sensibilities

© iStock | spaceport9
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of the Victorian era gave rise to the decorative hardware
industry’s growth. It was during this period that the
concept of extending a building’s general design into its
details and fittings came into existence. This was a major
shift from the earlier periods’ functional approach of the
architectural hardware.

In her book, Architectural Hardware, she mentions the
ornamental inspiration for hardware designs came from
every corner of the globe. As far as the Victorian era was
concerned, America mostly followed the developments in
England. The designers of that time, whom she refers to
as Victorian-era tastemakers, basically began shaping the
styles in American homes. The popularity of Victorian era
architecture and the hardware grew by leaps and bounds
in America.

Distinct Features of Victorian Era Hardware

The distinctive hardware of the Victorian era include
different types of door and cabinet hardware, locks,
hinges, pocket door hardware, push, pull, kick plates,
bolts, stops, knobs, trim, strikes, and keys. The material
used for producing hardware during this era was mostly
brass, which is quite easy to work with, especially when
it comes to intricate designs. Other materials such as iron
and bronze were also used during this period.

One of the key features of the Victorian style door entry
sets is they portray lavish beauty at the entrance of the
building. Both charming and elegant, the beautiful and
intricate designs of the Victorian push plates make them
conversation pieces. The delightfully decorative designs of
the brass hinges of the Victorian era portray their passion
for elegance. The stylized vines, patterned barrel, and
distinctive steeple finials perfectly accent the most formal
interiors.

Hardwood door stoppers were also quite popular in the
Victorian era. Round, fluted and octagonal door knobs
in glass or porcelain with brass shanks also gained
popularity during this era. Beautiful round rosettes,
keyholes and back plates of Victorian designs are still very
much sought after within antique reproduction hardware.
The cabinet hardware designs of the era included ornate
pulls, latches, locks, fasteners and similar items.

The U.S. Market

There is a fairly well-established restoration hardware
industry in the U.S. that caters to the needs of the growing
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popularity of this segment. Several companies specialize
in antique and decorative hardware while many of them
deal exclusively in Victorian-era hardware. This signifies
the importance of this era in the antique and restoration
hardware space. Although with the rapid industrial
automation and mass production, the actual beauty of the
hardware is fast losing its charm, yet the ornate designs
still manage to delight the aesthetic eye.

During my recent visit to the U.S., I traveled across
different parts of the country to get a deeper
understanding of the antique and decorative hardware
market there. The dominant aspect that emerged upon me
from this experience was that Victorian architectural style
still holds sway in the American historical architectural
landscape; particularly in the west coast, as well many
other parts of the country.
For some reason, California appears to have embraced
the Victorian era architecture much more enthusiastically
than any other state. The cities of San Francisco and
Los Angeles are well-endowed with the Victorian era
designs. Interestingly, in his book, Beautiful America’s
California Victorians, the author Kenneth Naversen paints
an elaborate picture of how and why the Victorian
architecture continues to be so popular. He mentions that
despite the continuous and rapacious development that
has dominated its modern history, California possesses
what is arguably the finest collection of well-preserved
Victorian homes in the country. Ironically, I did not come
across such historical finesse in New York City but am
sure it has its own distinct taste for antique hardware.
Each period in history leaves a unique imprint and the
same holds true for the Victorian era. The beautiful
vestiges of the periods not only let people have a glimpse
of the glorious past but also allow them to immerse
themselves into the grandeur. I had often wondered why
people are so fascinated by historical architecture and
culture, but when I started studying this aspect a few
years ago, my own fascination grew tenfold as I tried
to delve deeper and deeper. To date, I find it difficult to
arrive at a conclusive end. Historical architecture and
restoration continues to bring a new dimension each
time I think about the beautiful architectural heritage,
particularly of the Victorian era and its hardware.

RAHEEL AHMAD is Director of Global Metal Company. He can be reached
at Raheel@globalmetal.in.
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Case Study

The Station’s exterior façade features 41 limestone columns, each weighing 75 tons.

Photos courtesy of the Trillium Group

Respecting the Past and
Preparing for the Future at
Toronto’s Union Station
By Todd Farrell

Toronto’s Union Station is the busiest transportation hub in Canada. Sixty-five million people
pass through the station each year while travelling or commuting to work. That number is
expected to increase significantly in the coming
years.

The station serves many roles. It connects the
subway, commuter trains and buses, the national
train service and a rail link to Pearson Airport.
It’s also a pedestrian gateway to other landmarks
such as stadiums, Ripley’s Aquarium and the
iconic CN Tower.
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The Prince of Wales officially opened Union
Station in 1927. At the time, it was the most
lavish station built in Canada. The striking
Great Hall was designed in the Beaux-Arts style
and includes stone walls, marble floors, and a
Gustavino vaulted ceiling. The exterior façade
features limestone columns reaching 40 feet
high.

Decades after opening, Union Station is still one
of Toronto’s most striking and functional landmarks. In 1975 it was designated as a National
Historic Site.

New Life

Given its age, Union Station has held up well;
however, major updates were required to meet
modern demands and some original elements
needed to be restored.

The City of Toronto, which owns the station,
launched a massive renewal project, with three
objectives:

• improve pedestrian movement around the
station
• add shops and restaurants

• restore the station’s heritage elements – including hardware.

Challenges – Part Two

One of the first hurdles was to replicate the finishes found inside the building. Most hardware
was in the rich brass and bronze finishes typical
of the era and aged over decades—a far cry from
our modern brushed stainless steel.
The methods used to finish the original hardware simply aren’t around today, such as using
horse urine to achieve a patina. So, more modern tactics were used to match finish samples
provided by the heritage architect. Approved
versions were registered and identified as ‘10B
Light,’ ‘Polished Mirror Brass’ and ‘Architectural
Bronze.’

Challenges – Part One

The whole project was complex. Three levels of
government; four different transit corporations;
and two architects were involved. New accessibility and code requirements had to be balanced
with strict heritage preservation guidelines. A
major excavation was required. And above all,
the station had to stay open during construction,
accommodating hundreds of thousands of people every day.

The entrance to VIA Rail’s Business Lounge combines the original doors
and transoms with a motion-activated operator for full accessibility.

Refurbish or Replace?

Early on, the heritage architect took inventory of
the existing hardware. They identified items that
needed to be protected and styles that should be
maintained.
The building was full of beautiful and unique
hardware: sleek, curved door pulls; classic
mortise sets with knobs and escutcheons; old
pot-bellied closers and brass rods that operate
wooden transoms.

Heritage hardware was removed from the doors
and carefully catalogued. It was inspected again
so a final determination could be made as to
whether it should be refurbished or replaced.
Working parts were salvaged wherever possible.

Some refurbishing would be relatively easy, only
requiring that items be taken apart, stripped,
refinished and reassembled. Other items were
almost completely recreated. Replacement parts,
like spindles and springs, had to be sourced or
even fabricated from scratch. Knobs were replicated, and mortise bodies were rebuilt.
Casts were taken of the pulls and push rails that
are used extensively throughout the building.
Molds were then created so new parts could be
fabricated from poured bronze.
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Knobs were replaced with old-style levers
for code compliance.

1. Cataloguing and controlling existing
hardware it is hugely important. Get
involved as early as you can to identify
material and keep it secure. Work with everybody—the heritage architect, contractor,
demolition crew and the owner—to help
set realistic expectations of what can and
can’t be reused and define who is responsible for protecting items once they’ve been
removed.

Several code and performance challenges also
needed to be addressed:

• Mortise locks with deadbolts had to be
modified to allow single motion egress, or
to work with electric strikes.
• Knobs didn’t meet current accessibility
standards and were changed to levers.

• Exit doors were fitted with two horizontal
push rails and required the addition of an
exit device.

• Locks had rebuilt mortise bodies, replicated
knobs, and custom spindles—and no installation instructions.

Lessons

Hardware restoration jobs are difficult to begin
with. Restoration in a National Historic Site that
doubles as a modern-day commuter hub is even
more complicated.
If you aren’t a restoration specialist and you’re
considering taking on a job like Union Station,
here are four things to keep in mind:
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2. While technology may be revolutionizing
our industry, knowledge of mechanical
hardware is crucial when it comes to heritage and restoration projects. Pieces will
need to be taken apart, inspected, replaced
and reassembled. Be sure you know what
you’re getting into and that you’re confident
you can manage the job.
3. You’ll need solid partners like refinishers,
custom fabricators, and installers. Having
connections that are experienced, creative
and dependable will help you overcome the
inevitable challenges you’ll face.

4. And finally, it’s worth the effort.
Preserving a piece of history takes a lot
more effort than replacing it with something new. But once these items are gone,
they’re gone forever. So, take the time, roll
up your sleeves and help preserve classic
hardware for future generations.
TODD FARRELL is Director of
Communications for the Trillium
Group, a door, hardware and
security distributor based in
Toronto. He can be reached at
TFarrell@trillium.group.
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Case Study

Appropriate
Hardware for
Historic
Restoration
By Annabel Hsin
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Oftentimes when projects are faced with budget constraints, there is a strong temptation to cut corners on
door and window hardware. While it’s usually among
the last items installed on a project, door hardware is the
first thing a visitor will touch when interacting with the
building, and thus it is the hardware that gives the first
impression.

If the project goal is to convey a sense of excellence, and
permanence, the hardware is the perfect vehicle to deliver
this message. Featured here are three projects with quality hardware that made it to installation.

Illinois State Capitol: West Wing Renovation

In 2009, plans were made for the $50 million renovation
of the Illinois State Capitol’s West Wing. In addition to
restoring it back to its original 1870s appearance, they
included upgrades for life safety, ADA and security. Like
most traditional buildings, the Capitol had suffered inappropriate modifications over the years.

Vinci Hamp Architects (VHA) of Chicago oversaw the
renovation and they worked closely with Al Bar Wilmette
Platers of Wilmette, Ill., to reproduce the door hardware.
“The door hardware had been modified over the years
and there were fragments and incomplete pieces all over
the place,” says David Hrabal, AIA, senior associate at
VHA. “Luckily, throughout the whole we were able to
find parts and pieces to form a complete set. Our goal was
to take this archaic set of hardware on the original doors
and try to make them suit modern needs for a functional
office building.”
The VHA team developed a hierarchy for the doors that
included doors for main entrances, corridors, and closets.
Al Bar fabricated hardware suites for each level. The three
sets of copper-clad wooden entry doors, for instance,
called for custom-designed hardware.

“We created several designs for the VHA team to choose
from,” says Greg Bettenhausen, president of Al Bar
Wilmette Platers. “After a design was selected, our sculptor handcrafted originals to create molds that are injected
with wax. The waxed models are placed on a tree and
dipped in plaster to create shells. Once the plaster is dried
and the wax is removed, bronze is poured into the plaster
shells. The last step is to polish and plate the hardware
before installation.”

Completed in 2014, the renovation project was so successful it received AIA’s National Honor Award for
Interior Architecture and won Project of the Year from
Landmarks Illinois. “Al Bar was great to work with,” says
Hrabal. “They had a deep understanding of the hardware,
which gave them the confidence necessary to deliver an
outstanding product.”
© iStock | benkrut
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“In the case of historical hardware,
3D printing is often used in
conjunction with laser scanning to
replicate hardware design.”
CBS Columbia Square

In 2007, Schofield, Wisc.-based Melron Architectural
Hardware President Debbie Flood decided to incorporate
3D printing technology into her firm’s manufacturing
of sand-cast architectural hardware. “Using 3D printing
technology and laser scanning has been able to condense
the product development cycle,” says Flood. This equipment and the ability to produce all tooling made it possible for the firm to maintain control of the entire process,
and thus oversee the full evolution of new hardware.

In the case of historical hardware, 3D printing is often
used in conjunction with laser scanning to replicate hardware design. Melron Corporation produces functional
3D printed ABS plastic prototypes for approval, and can
deliver a cast sample in a matter of weeks, Flood explains.
A functional prototype is a high strength plastic assembly that can be coated for client presentation to reflect the
original and can be installed on the window or door to
test for fit, and function. Aluminum and plastic tooling
that can accommodate both large and small custom jobs,
is also produced.
Historic hardware replication can be approached in three
ways, says Flood. The existing hardware can be exactly
replicated; hardware can be replaced with historic hardware from an extensive pattern library; or the historic
handle design can be replicated and adapted to work
on window systems with modern energy efficiency and
functionality.

In 2013, Melron worked with Crown City Hardware to
replace the window handles on CBS Columbia Square in
Hollywood. Built in 1938, the studio fell into disrepair in
the late ‘80s and was slated for demolition after the last
radio station moved out. In 2012, it was acquired by Kilroy
Realty Group and was renovated as part of a 4.7-acre
mixed-use project.
“Our client decided to replicate the base of the original
hardware so the lock would fit properly on the existing
window, but chose to use a standard handle instead of
replicating the original,” says Flood. “The handle selected
was chosen because it has been commonly used for nearly
100 years. We were able to provide the historic look for
windows while minimizing tooling costs.”
22 DECEMBER 2017
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The Greenwich Lane

Over the last 25 years, The Nanz Company in New York
City has established a name for itself as a reliable manufacturer of custom high-end residential hardware.
Several years ago, the firm branched out to form the Nanz
Contract Division in response to the demands of the highend real estate development market.
“We began exploring alternate methods of manufacturing
to allow for cost per piece in high quantity runs while
maintaining our quality standards and continuing to
manufacture domestically in New York,” says Joe Roth,
director of the Nanz Contract Division. “The Greenwich
Lane project is a testament to our ability for on-time and
development projects.”
Located in the West Village neighborhood of New York
City, The Greenwich Lane project is a collection of five
multi-residential buildings and five townhouses all connected by a large shared basement and common outdoor
spaces. The developer, Rudin Management Company,
decided to use different architectural styles for each
building. The Nanz team used several hardware suites,
one for each building, with a common suite uniting all
public and amenity spaces.

“To accommodate high-quantity manufacturing, additional tools were made for holding items within machines
to facilitate multiple machining stages for multiple parts
simultaneously,” says Roth. “Lights-out manufacturing
was introduced for all initial machining stages so we
can produce throughout the night and new mechanisms
were made to feed brass into these machines. The longest
portion of lead-time is the hand-finishing stages, which is
the same for standard single-family projects and contract
projects to maintain the Nanz standards. Although the job
is still in progress, we certainly see it as a success so far,”
notes Roth. “All buildings are moving smoothly through
production (slightly ahead of schedule, in fact) and we are
getting ready for our first shipments.” 
Reprinted with permission from Traditional Building Magazine,
www.traditionalbuilding.com

Hardware Heaven
Liz’s Antique Hardware is a Haven
for the Hardware-Obsessed

By Denise Gable
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Picker may refer to:
• Picker (surname), including
a list of people so named
• A farmworker at harvest time
• Picker, a slang word for a player
of a string instrument such as a
guitar or banjo
• A common job title for order
picking in a warehouse
• A person who finds valuable items
in other people's junk
Wikipedia
Liz Gordon

Liz Gordon lives and breathes antique
hardware. The owner of Liz’s Antique
Hardware in Los Angeles, Gordon
started buying antiques in her twenties during a vacation to Cape Cod,
with the intention of selling them.

After returning home to Chicago, she
began “picking” the alleys and ended
up at selling her findings at a local
flea market.
One day a fellow “picker” named
Peter invited her to visit his warehouse, which was filled with a mountain of old things, including a huge
pile of old hardware 50 feet long and
six feet wide.

“He was a scavenger at flea markets,
garage sales, etc., and he would buy
abandoned buildings. I was immediately totally intrigued by the hardware strewn all over the warehouse,
which I eventually bought from him,”
Gordon says.
She spent the next seven years
learning everything there is to
know about hardware, from mortise
locks to strikeplates. She later moved
to San Diego, where she sold antique
hardware at large flea markets in
southern California. Eventually, she
made her way to her current location
in Los Angeles.
Her inventory includes more than a
million pieces of hardware, ranging
from the early Victorian Eastlake

style from the 1860s, through late
Victorian, Art Nouveau, Arts and
Crafts, and Art Deco eras, and into
the Moderne styles of the 1930s and
1940s.

“Within five years of moving to Los
Angeles, people kept coming in and
asking if we had enough hardware to
do their kitchens (the average kitchen requires 30 pieces of matching
hardware), which is very difficult to
accumulate in antiques. I kept sending them to the local hardware store,
so eventually I decided it might be a
good idea to start manufacturing our
own,” Gordon said.

“Instead of reproducing vintage, I
wanted to do something more interesting, so I started going to art shows
and asking if they were interested in
creating a line of hardware,” she said.
She decided to open the Hardware
Gallery devoted to reproductions
and contemporary hardware. She has
since developed a mail order catalog, but insists she won’t close the
warehouse.

“As things are modernizing, and
there’s more of an online presence, we
see less foot traffic. We still get architects, set designers, antique dealers,
furniture designers, people from the
private sector, as well as people renovating their houses or building a new
house," she said. “I wouldn’t consider
going all online—I think hardware is

a very tactile product and inspecting
the quality is vital.”

You can’t operate a business in Los
Angeles without having celebrity
clients, but Gordon says the key to
keeping them is to remain discreet.
“We’ve had quite a few celebrities;
usually they’re working on their
homes. We also get set designers
come in for films or television. We
just provided products for the Jimmy
Kimmel Show. Sometimes they come in
with their designers to root around in
the hardware—it’s fun.”
Gordon travels several months of
the year in search of unique antique
treasurers , stopping at flea markets,
antique malls and swap meets across
the U.S. and Europe. But she won't
tell you where she shops or give away
any of her hard-earned secrets..
“I just have an overall appreciation
for the design of hardware,” she
said. “I can appreciate it all over the
world—no matter where I travel,
each country has its own history and
culture, represented by the smallest
of detail. I’m really appreciative of
being able to look at it artistically and
historically. That’s the most interesting part of it.” 

Liz Gordon and writer and store manager Terri
Hartman are the authors of a book, Interior
Designing with Knobs, Handles, Latches, Locks,
Hinges and Other Hardware, available on Amazon.
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A Look at DHI’s
Credentials and
Certifications
Does becoming certified in your
industry really matter? If you’re happy
with the same old, same old, then becoming certified isn’t for you. But you
may be surprised to hear that a credential and certification can be your
ticket to that dream job or position.
It is a third-party attestation of your
level of knowledge or proficiency.
More and more employers are looking
for, and promoting internally, certified
people. New job postings are listing
certification as “highly desirable,” “an
advantage,” “preferred,” or “a plus.”
I can share with you from personal
experience that pursuing and achieving my certifications have helped me
exponentially in my career and set me
on a path of lifelong learning. So yes,
becoming certified really does matter!
If you are considering growing yourself both personally and professionally, then DHI has more for you than
ever before.
DHI’s legacy credentials have stood
the test of time. The Architectural
Hardware Consultant certification
(AHC) has a legacy of more than 75
years and is recognized throughout the world as a hallmark of door
hardware technical expertise both
inside and outside our industry. DHI
has had a renewed surge in industry
members interested in obtaining their
AHC credential—and sitting for their
exam—since I joined DHI. The best
part of my job is having the privilege of sharing in the excitement of
my students, friends, and colleagues
when I get to inform them they have
passed their examination and earned
their AHC credential. While the new
credential and certification program

evolves, I don’t foresee the recognition
or importance of the AHC going away
any time soon.
The Certified Door Consultant (CDC)
and Electrified Hardware Consultant
(EHC) technical competencies are
incorporated into the new credential
program to serve the evolving needs
of DHI members and stakeholders
better. Both certifications will continue to be offered for those in the midst
of earning the credential or those
pursuing the Architectural Opening
Consultant (AOC) credential. All the
legacy credentials will continue to
be supported and promoted by DHI
whether or not the “minting” of these
consultants continue.

The new Door and Hardware
Technician (DHT) credential was
launched and is in full swing. Finally,
industry members now have an option for a mid-level credential they can
obtain, either on their way to an upper
level credential or just to demonstrate
their technical competence on an
intermediate level of complexity of
occupancy type.
The best thing about the DHT is that
it was created taking industry experience into mind. You don’t have to
be a veteran DHI student to pass this
exam. You may already have the industry knowledge to go out and take
it. This exam went through rigorous
testing with subject matter experts
and was then beta tested with a group
of individuals, some who have taken
DHI education in the past and some
who had not.
It is also the first DHI exam that was
created to be fully automated. You

By Laura Frye,
AHC, FDAI, CSI, CCS

will know the results of your exam
immediately after submitting your
answers. As of today, more than 50
industry members now hold this credential, and more than 700 more have
enrolled in the practice test in preparation to take the exam. The DHT is a
pre-requisite for any of the new upper
level credentials, so it is a great stepping stone if you are in pursuit of a
new certification. The DHT may be the
best next step you take in your career.
The Door and Hardware Consultant
(DHC), and Access Control System
Consultant (ACSC) will be the next
new credentials to launch. Be on the
lookout for more information on the
availability of those exams in the coming months.

And finally, as the requirement for fire
and egress door inspections grows
and grows—in part due to the recent
enforcement initiatives within healthcare and universities—the Fire Door
Assembly Inspector (FDAI) program
continues to grow and evolve. Stay
tuned for exciting news about a new
certification program—Certified Fire
and Egress Door Assembly Inspector
(CFDAI)—as well as a certificate
program Door Assembly Inspection
Technician (DAIT) that will be offered
for inspection technicians assisting
FDAIs with inspection and maintenance activities.
There are lots of exciting changes and
improvements happening at DHI. Join
us and be a part of the evolution! 
LAURA FRYE, AHC, FDAI, CSI, CCS, is Director
of Certification for DHI. She can be reached at
lfrye@dhi.org.
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DHI’S CREDENTIALS +
CERTIFICATIONS GUIDE
throughout the door and hardware industry and within the
architectural design community as hallmarks of technical
expertise in all aspects of life safety and security involving
doors and hardware, developed over the 75 years of its legacy.
These marks of excellence attest to the high principles of the
provide sound technical advice and counsel to architects, contractors,

They have demonstrated their incomparable understanding of
door, frame, hardware, and electronic access control products
and their applications, as well as myriad applicable building
codes and product standards, by successfully completing
They have prepared for the exams with countless hours of both
formal study and real life experiences gained over years of
honing their knowledge and skills to ensure the security and
safety of countless buildings and their occupants.

DHI’S LEGACY CERTIFICATIONS
AHC Architectural Hardware Consultant
Established in 1940, the AHC—Architectural
Hardware Consultant—has advanced
and code application knowledge and expertise,
with an intermediate level of knowledge of doors and frames, along
and complex projects and existing facility renovations. They are
hardware requirements for door openings in all types of public,
commercial, industrial and institutional buildings. AHCs coordinate
thousands of hardware products and options to ensure door openings
requirements and that they function properly throughout the
life of the building.
AOC Architectural Opening Consultant
AOC—Architectural Opening Consultants—
are individuals who have attained AHC, CDC
mastered all facets of the commercial door and
hardware industry and exemplify the highest standards of expertise
and professionalism.

CDC
Consultant—has advanced door and frame
product and code application knowledge
and estimate doors and frames for large and complex projects and
existing facility renovations. They are trained in the construction
and application of standard and custom steel doors and frames,
architectural wood doors and aluminum doors and frames. They are

code requirements for all types of buildings.
EHC

hardware product and code application knowledge
and expertise, with an understanding of electronic
access control systems. They specialize in the coordination of
architectural door openings with the increased security needs of
public buildings in today’s society. EHCs are experts at interfacing

DHI’S NEXT EVOLUTION
CREDENTIALS +
CERTIFICATIONS
The changing dynamics of the building construction environment, as well as the door and hardware industry, and the evolving needs
of our members and stakeholders of the construction community, prompted the development of the next evolution of DHI’s credentials
varying levels of knowledge and skills on all door, frame, hardware, and electronic access control products, at varying stages of one’s
education, work experience, and career.
DHT Door + Hardware Technician
This credential is earned by demonstrating the competence to provide product and code application,
detailing, estimating, and project management skills on projects with an intermediate level of
+

competence to assist contractors and building owners with basic construction project issues.
DHC Door + Hardware Consultant

+

DHSC

+

construction projects and existing facility renovations.
ACSC Access Control System Consultant
systems, as well as supply doors and hardware, and provide trade coordination of EAC systems on
larger projects.
FDAI Fire Door Assembly Inspector
Fire Door Assembly Inspectors are credentialed individuals who have been trained to visually inspect
Standard for Fire Doors and Other Opening Protectives, and NFPA 101, Life Safety Code®. They possess
an intermediate level of understanding of door, frame, and hardware products and applications and
applicable code familiarity to conduct inspections. In addition to performing inspections, they create
authorized inspection reports for building owners and can recommend corrective actions necessary
for compliance with NFPA 80 and NFPA 101 inspection requirements.

For additional information, please contact
DHI at 703.222.2010 or go to www.dhi.org.

Customizing doors to meet specific needs isn’t a new concept, but the difference is, today, virtually every door is custom made to an owner’s exact
specifications. These include the type of core, facing material, finish color and functionality, right down to every last detail of the hardware preps,
vision kits and glass to be installed. Pictured are sliding barn doors with glass on an exposed rail system.

THE
CUSTOMIZATION
OF DOORS
A Centuries-Old Standard
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By Merle E. Visser

By definition, a door
is “a usually swinging
or sliding barrier by
which an entry is closed
and opened.” (Merriam-Webster)
Mankind has relied on doors, in one form or another, since
the beginning of our existence. They have evolved over time to
meet our needs, from the simplest animal skin hanging over an
opening to a modern-day biocontainment closure. History tells
us that doors have been customized to fit our needs for as long as
doors have exitsted.
So, what is customization? If you look at it in its simplest form,
you could say that going from an animal skin—which kept out
the cold out but not the wolf— to a predator-resistant door made
of woven sticks and vines, we customized a door.
Before the days of mass production, most doors were custom-made for each opening and/or application. Advancements
in equipment and technology made the making of doors much
more cost effective, and the door industry followed the lead of
Henry Ford’s iconic paraphrased slogan, “You can have any color as long as it’s black.” For the wood door industry, this translated into more standardized door sizes and designs.

Prior to the 20th century, the norm for wood doors in commercial buildings, such as schools, hospitals and office buildings,
was stile and rail doors mostly made from white pine. The
abundance of white pine forests and rivers to transport logs in
Northeastern Wisconsin made the region a prime location for
sash and door manufacturers. So much so, in fact, that half the
doors produced in the United States came from Wisconsin. By
the late 1800s, Paine Lumber Company in Oshkosh, Wisc., was
the nation’s largest door producer.
The company’s leaders soon realized that the white pine forests within cost-effective transportation distance were rapidly
being depleted and they wouldn’t be able to compete with
western manufacturers. With that as motivation, they started
researching new concepts for door production. They quickly
realized that although the readily available white pine was
gone, plenty of hardwood that had been previously viewed as
having little value was in ample supply. The challenge was to
produce hardwood doors that could compete in price with the
white pine.
Photos courtesy of Oshkosh Door
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A pair of doors with full light cutout and exit device is finished in a custom stain color.

New Era in Wood
`Door Production

To combat the pricing issue, Paine
Lumber introduced stile and rail
doors with veneered panels. The first
doors were made with birch veneer
and went over well with the public.
The cost savings came from being able
to use low-grade lumber to produce
the internal cores for the panels of
the doors. This greatly reduced the
amount of good clear lumber required to produce a door and, instead,
used lumber that had been previously considered of little value and often
discarded. The doors also proved
more stable, with fewer issues related
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to expansion and contraction because
of environmental changes.

Thanks to Paine’s innovative design,
the company quickly became the
largest door producer in the world,
with documented production numbers in 1927 of over 20,000 doors per
day from raw log to finished product.

As Paine’s success with the veneered
panel product grew, its executives
started to look for more ways to use
the veneer concept. Their research led
them to a company in France, Société
le Rezo, that had developed a flush,
hollow-core door for ocean liners. The
door was constructed with a wooden
honeycomb system and was not only

These customized sliding barn doors in
an office setting have another aesthetics
feature with frosted glass.

lightweight but also extremely stable.

Flush Wood Door a Trendsetter

In 1935, Paine purchased the American
rights to Rezo’s patent for its hollow
core door design and started production. Just like the veneered panel for
the stile and rail door, the flush door
design took off and quickly evolved
into solid-core offerings as well. The
introduction of the flush veneered
door also greatly increased affordable
options for different species of wood,
not only domestically grown but also
imported from other parts of the world.
Initially, flush wood doors were available with only two core types – the
hollow core or solid staved lumber
core. As the demand for fire-rated
doors increased, so did the demand for
more aesthetically pleasing fire doors
to replace the traditional metal ones.
To meet this demand, doors had to be
customized with fire-resistant cores
and other fire-retardant components.
The first fire-rated wood doors were
introduced in the late 1940s.

a licensed facility. Prior to that, doors
were commonly shipped to distribution centers as stock-sized slab doors
that were then sized and machined in
the field by the installer.

The decision to require licensed shops
to perform machining operations was
driven by two factors. First, the doors
had to be sized and machined exactly as tested by the certifying agency.
The carpenters in the field lacked this
knowledge and couldn’t be monitored.
Second, they often didn’t have the
proper tools for machining the doors,
which could result in door failure
during a fire because of imprecise
hardware preps. This means licensed
shops must be periodically inspected
by the labeling agencies to insure they
Feb, Apr,
have the correct processes, trained
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With the introduction of particleboard
in the 1950s, wood door manufacturers
quickly adapted it to their production.
It was not only a cost savings over
staved lumber core, it was more stable.
As the market demands have changed
over the years, wood door manufacturers have continued to customize their
offerings to satisfy designers’ desires
for aesthetics while incorporating
functional features, such as lead-lined,
acoustical and bullet-resistant doors.

Regulations on
Customized Doors

Factory customization goes much further than just adding new door facing
and core types.

In the mid-1980s, fire-labeling underwriters UL and WHI no longer allowed
doors to have fire labels applied to
them unless the machining and final
sizing of the doors was performed in
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Top: Particleboard core for a wood door after stiles and rails are applied. With the introduction
of particleboard in the 1950s, wood door manufacturers quickly adapted it to their production.
It was not only a cost savings over staved lumber core, it was more stable.
Bottom: As market demands have changed over the years, wood door manufacturers have
continued to customize their offerings to satisfy designers’ desires for aesthetics while
incorporating functional features, such as lead-lined, acoustical and bullet-resistant doors.
Pictured is a bullet-resistant door with a light and metal vision frame. Bullet-resistant doors are
available in three protection levels -1, 2 and 3.

personnel and equipment in place.
Because the manufacturers for wood
doors were already licensed by the
labeling agencies to build the doors,
it was a natural transition for them to
become the main source to final fit and
machine them as well.

In the Hands of Manufacturers

Why go to this level of customization at
the manufacturing level?
Cost effectiveness – A manufacturer’s
ability to machine, finish, install glass
and complete a door in an assembly-line type process is far more cost
effective than completing these operations in the field.

Expertise – Manufacturers have highly
trained, detail-oriented professionals
who coordinate every aspect of the
doors for each order, ensuring that
hardware preps, light cutouts, sizing
and other essential features comply with all labeling and warranty
requirements.

Controlled environment – Unlike a
job site, manufacturers produce and
further process doors in controlled
environments. This is especially critical
when it comes to finishing doors.
Climate control, proper sanding and
dust-free environments are critical to
achieving a finely finished product.

Warranty – A manufacturer can only
warrant what they provide or do to
the door. As customization at the
manufacturing level increases, so does
the extent of what the manufacturer
warrants. In the past, this would be a
common scenario to install a custom
door:
• A carpenter in the field machines
the doors
• The carpenter or a separate
installer hangs the door in the
34 DECEMBER 2017
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A customized wood door with a triangular
light cutout awaits shipment. Light cutouts
come in a variety of shapes and sizes.

opening with hinges only

• A painter finishes the door while
hanging
• A glazer installs the glass in
openings with vision kits

• An installer comes back and
installs the balance of the
hardware

The result is multiple trades and people
handling the doors over a period of
days to weeks. Although wood doors
are strong and durable, they are a
wood product and, therefore, susceptible to environmental changes
when exposed to the uncontrolled
conditions typical of buildings under
construction. Couple that with multiple
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Top: The customization of a door starts at the core. Pictured is an assortment of
particleboard core and structural composite lumber core before production.
Bottom: Hardware is machined in preparation for exit device installation.

trades working on the doors or passing
through them for an extended period
before the building is completed, and
the odds for some sort of damage is
greatly increased.

When these tasks are completed at the
factory, there is no need for the doors
to be on site prior to the building being
under climate control. They should
actually arrive after most of the interior finish work has been completed.
Architectural-grade wood doors truly
are pieces of furniture and should be
handled as such. When the manufacturer machines, finishes and glazes the
door, they not only warranty the door,
they also warranty the finish, hardware
preps and anything they install on it.
That way, the building owner has only
one company to look to if an issue does
develop with the door over time.

Doors Made to Precision

Customizing doors to meet specific
needs isn’t a new concept, even to the
point of automation. Historians tell us
the Greek scholar Heron of Alexandria
created the earliest known automatic
door in the first century A.D. The first
foot-sensor-activated automatic door
was made in China during the reign of
Emperor Yang of Sui (r. 604–618), who
had one installed for his royal library.

The difference is, today, virtually every
door is custom made to an owner’s
exact specifications. These include the
type of core, facing material, finish color
and functionality, right down to every
last detail of the hardware preps, vision
kits and glass to be installed, among
other features. Doors are then numbered per opening to match the architectural drawings.
Customization today is just the latest
standard in an ancient industry. 

MERLE E. VISSER is
Vice President of
Business
Development for
Oshkosh Door
Company in Oshkosh,
Wisc. He can be
reached at MVisser@
oshkoshdoor.com.
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WE KNOW SERVICE.
TND/B&C continually strives to be the foremost distributor in the architectural door hardware industry by exceeding
our customers’ expectations with integrity, knowledge, and the drive to provide the best service.
Since 1975, Top Notch Distributors has been a leading provider of architectural door hardware products to dealers throughout
the Unites States.
Chuck and Wanda Jurgensen started Top Notch in 1975 working out of a small barn in the small rural town of Honesdale,
located in Northeast Pennsylvania. Their focused commitment was to not only offer customers the best architectural hardware
brands, but they were also obsessed with the idea of “pursuit of excellence in service” and this became the foundation of
Top Notch’s mission. They both knew that by giving their employees the autonomy and authority to do whatever it takes
to satisfy each and every customer’s needs, it would create customer loyalty. Today, Top Notch Distributors is revered
for their legendary customer service and has become the premier architectural hardware wholesaler in the nation.
Top Notch Distributors now offers over 100 market-leading brands of residential, commercial, and electronic access control systems.
Our product portfolio serves multiple vertical market applications including single family homes, multi-family,
commercial & medical office buildings, hospitality, retail & restaurant, and industrial facilities.
Our vast list of customers includes contract hardware distributors,
locksmiths, integrators, retail lumberyards, retail hardware stores,
door shops, e-commerce, decorative showrooms, and glass shops.
Top Notch does not sell to end-users-only our distributor customers.
With 4 strategically located warehouses, the latest technologies,
and a dedicated sales and customer service team with several
years’ experience, Top Notch is your complete solution to all of your
architectural door hardware needs. Top Notch…We Know Service!
Top Notch Distributors, Inc./Boyle & Chase, Inc.
800-233-4210
www.topnotchinc.com

Case Study

FIRE-RATED FRAMES
HIGHLIGHT HISTORIC
STAIRWELL AT LA
CREMA ESTATE

By Jeff Razwick
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Fireframes
TimberLine Series
fire-rated frames
bring the beauty
of wood and fire
resistance to La
Crema Estate at
Saralee’s Vineyard.

When Brayton Hughes Design Studios
began planning the remodel of the La
Crema Estate at Saralee’s Vineyard in
Windsor, Calif., they encountered an
architectural challenge in the estate’s
tasting room. To meet current fireresistance requirements, the designers
needed to construct a barrier around
the tasting room’s historic stairwell
that was capable of defending against
the spread of flames, smoke and heat
transfer.
The high-performance system also
needed to create and maintain the
rich, allure of wood, complementing the extensive wood framing and
hardwood flooring used throughout the surrounding space. The

designers found their solution with
the Fireframes TimberLine™ Series
from Technical Glass Products (TGP).

Photos courtesy of Technical Glass Products

The innovative framing system pairs
a high-strength steel sub-frame with a
real-wood veneered metal cover cap.
The fire-rated frames are combined
with Pilkington Pyrostop® fire-rated
glass to allow for unrestricted glazing
to provide a transparent fire-rated
wall where traditional fire-rated drywall or other construction is typically
used. The result is a fire-rated framing
system that captures the warmth of
wood, enables extensive fire-rated
glazed walls with clean sightlines
and serves as a barrier to radiant and
conductive heat transfer.

DOORS + HARDWARE
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BEYOND
WOOD
While the Fireframes TimberLines Series
illustrates one way design teams can use
fire-rated frames to create a visual match
between fire-rated and non-fire-rated materials, there are a number of additional ways
to achieve this outcome, including:
SELECTING NARROWPROFILE FIRE-RATED FRAMES
Thanks to new manufacturing techniques,
steel fire-rated frames can be formed from
tubes, instead of sheets. They are then
shaped from coil stock in a rolling process.
This method results in frames that are more
slender than the wrap-around form of traditional “hollow-metal” steel frames. The
narrow mullion profiles feature well-defined
corners and crisp edges, enabling smooth
integration with neighboring window and
curtain wall applications.
USING VERSATILE MATERIALS
AND COVER CAPS
In addition to specifying narrow-profile firerated frames, building industry professionals
can select from a wide array of versatile
frame cover caps to help match fire-rated
frames to surrounding materials. Popular
cover caps include those with the authentic
look of hardwood, polished or brushed stainless steel and aluminum.
They allow design teams to create a cohesive
look throughout interior or exterior spaces,
emulating the desired aesthetic without
altering the frame’s fire and life safety
performance.
SPECIFYING CUSTOM PAINTS
OR POWDER COATS
In assemblies where building teams need
to achieve a more custom look to match
the appearance of non-fire-rated frames,
from bold colors to muted hues, there is an
ever-expanding array of options from which
to select. Frames can be custom painted,
anodized, or powder coated to match nearly
any color scheme. This includes the more traditional material matches like the silver color
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of aluminum to vibrant colors like purples
and greens, which are popular in schools and
libraries.
SELECTING FACE CAPS IN
CUSTOM SHAPES AND SIZES
To provide design professionals with even
greater aesthetic flexibility, fire-rated frame
face caps are available in numerous shapes
and sizes. Options range from standard box
caps to H- and I-shapes, as well as custom
configurations. Fire-rated frames are even
available with no custom cover cap for
assemblies where an industrial look is more
desirable.
USING FIRE-RATED FRAMES
WITH NO INTERRUPTIONS
In buildings where it is necessary to maintain
visual harmony with non-rated structural silicone-glazed assemblies, design professionals
can select from two of the newest options on
the market—silicone-glazed (SG) fire-rated
curtain walls and butt-glazed, fire-rated
framing systems.
SG fire-rated curtain walls provide a smooth,
frame-free exterior surface. The system
achieves its sleek, exterior appearance
through a toggle retention system that
becomes hidden once installed. This eliminates the exterior pressure plate and cover
cap of a conventionally captured system.
Butt-glazed, fire-rated systems are desirable
for fire-rated glass walls in interior spaces
with virtually uninterrupted views. The firerated glass wall panels are installed relatively
close together with no back up metal along
the vertical edge of the glass. The top and
bottom edges are installed in a fire-rated
perimeter frame. The narrow, vertical glass
joints are sealed, creating the look of a continuous glass wall with no vertical framing.
Some systems even feature a narrow 5 mm
butt joint, eliminating the need for colored
internal spacers or vertical mullions between
adjoining pieces of glass.

The Fireframes TimberLine Series is fire-rated up to 120
minutes and tested to the fire-resistance standards for
walls, ensuring it provides the tasting room’s stairwell
with the necessary fire defense. Aesthetically, the specified Domestic White Oak woodveneered metal cover caps create visual harmony with
the non-rated hardwoods used throughout the tasting
room.

As an added benefit, the fire-rated glazing helps display
the tasting room’s central, historic wooden stairway.
The system’s large, fire-rated glass wall panels provide
guests with clear views of the stairway while the fire-rated frames’ timber look complements its warmth and
elegance.

To create a complete entrance solution for the stairway,
the design team incorporated a Fireframes® Heat Barrier
Series door. It provides the necessary fire resistance,
while maintaining the same visual aesthetic as the surrounding fire-rated glass system.
In addition, the design team chose to line the perimeter of the main staircase with Fireframes ClearFloor®
fire-rated glass floor system segments. The advanced

DECORATIVE
DOORS & FRAMES
FOR RESTORATION
PROJECTS

www.ambico.com

fire-rated glass floor system consists of Pilkington Pyrostop
heat barrier glass; a tempered, laminated walking surface;
and a steel framing grid. This innovative configuration allows the system to draw light from the upper level down to
the ground floor while providing critical fire resistance. It
can support loads up to 150 psf (732kg/m2) and is fire-rated
for up to 120 minutes.

Conclusion

Whether design teams are creating a rustic tasting room
like the one at Saralee’s Vineyard or an upscale contemporary art gallery, today’s innovative fire-rated framing
solutions are sidelining a long-standing design challenge in
areas requiring protection against the spread of fire—visually blending fire-rated and non-fire-rated materials. 
JEFF RAZWICK is the president of Technical
Glass Products (TGP). He writes frequently
about the design and specification of glazing
for institutional and commercial buildings, and
is a past chair of the Glass Association of North
America’s Fire-Rated Glazing Council.

SPECIALTY DOOR
PROGRAM
HAVING
PROBLEMS WITH
FIRE-RATED LABELS FOR YOUR
SPECIALTY DOORS?
Guardian can help solve your problem.

Contact us for fast, efficient labeling service. Submit shop
drawings to Guardian for approval of the door’s fire-rated status.

GUARDIAN
GUARDIAN FIRE TESTING LABORATORIES, INC
Buffalo, NY
15 Wenonah Terrace, Tonawanda, NY 14150-7027
716.835.6880 | Fax:716.835.5682 | gftli@earthlink.net

www.firetesting.com
Certifying Product Reliability Against Fire
GUARDIAN IS ACCREDITED BY ANAB TO: ISO 17025 AS A TEST LAB; AS A CERTIFICATION
BODY TO ISO 17020 INSPECTIONS & TO ISO 17065, PRODUCT CERTIFICATION
DOORS + HARDWARE
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Foundation’s Work More
Important than Ever
By Jerry Heppes Sr., CAE

I am starting my 31st year with DHI
and could not be more excited about
the future of our industry and members. Boy has our story evolved since
the early years of my career, from hohum to compelling.

In my early years, I can remember
answering questions as to who our
members were and receiving a lot of
blank stares. It was almost as if they
couldn’t wait to change the subject—
doors and hardware were not very
interesting to most people. I received
the same reaction whether at a cocktail
party or on Capitol Hill.
That has all changed, and it started in
1999 with Columbine, one of the most
horrific active school shootings in our
history. Out of that event, a lot has
changed with school security. School
administrations began to develop
evacuation plans, and products began
to advance in our industry. More importantly, society began to feel differently about safety.

Another life changing event was
September 11th, when we were violently attacked on our soil. Add to the
list the killings at Virginia Tech, Sandy
Hook, churches in Charleston, S.C.
and Sutherland, Texas, and a concert
in Las Vegas. Sadly, my list is not complete but poignant, none the same.

Today, when I tell the story of what my
members do, it is told differently and
receives a completely different reaction. I explain that my members help
protect lives and make people safe and
secure. They are experts in balancing
life safety and security in schools,
hospitals and office buildings.
When talking about DHI and life
safety and security, I will typically
ask if people remember the day the
World Trade Center was attacked
and people rushed to exit the towers
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before they collapsed. Everyone has a
memory of that day. When I explain
that in just over an hour, 98.6 percent
of the occupants, below the impact
of the planes, escaped safely due to
well-maintained door openings to
stairwells, they start to understand
my point and the importance of DHI
members.

I then frame the story contrasting 2001
with the 1993 bombing of just one
building that took over eight hours to
evacuate. The difference was an underlying commitment by the building
owners to ensure the proper products
and solutions are used and maintained: the products and solutions our
members provide in every building
every day. These days I receive a very
different reaction—a look of concern
and appreciation for our industry.
Storytelling is a powerful communication tool, and I love telling our story!

I often get asked, what does the
Foundation do with the annual contributions? The answer is quite simple.
We tell your story over and over and
over to critical audiences. We tell your
story using a variety of vehicles such
as video, audio, social media, dedicated websites, webinars, education
sessions, professional listings of our
certified members, specific campaigns,
and recently, in a radio interview.
For example, Opening the Door to School
Safety is a campaign that we launched
in 2017. We were concerned about the
use of barricade devices and felt as
the industry experts, we had to take a
stand. We explain that it takes experts
to design a proper door assembly; otherwise, dangerous products can end
up being employed.

This time last year we launched one
video; this year we’re building a movement! Visit http://www.lockdontblock.
org for dozens of resources, including

content from National Association
of State Fire Marshals and Partner
Alliance for Safer Schools. The message was delivered in a variety of
ways, including:

• Magazine advertorial for 7,500
school superintendents (AASA)

• Email from AASA CEO to 7,500
school superintendent members
about Lock Don’t Block
• New Facebook campaign to
100,000 school administrators
across North America
• Radio interview for school
superintendents

• Webinar for school superintendents and their security teams

The Foundation delivered your story
by co-sponsoring and delivering
dozens of classes about fire door
inspection requirements in healthcare
and is now working with FDAIs to
deliver this education locally. We
partnered with NFPA to deliver nine
classes on fire door inspections in 2017
to hundreds of end users, and now
NFPA has an FDAI on staff. They now
understand your story. And finally, we
awarded more scholarships for DHI
education than ever before.
This is how the Foundation tells
your story and we need your help to
continue this work. Please support
the Foundation by contacting me with
your pledge so we can continue to tell
your story!

JERRY HEPPES SR.,
CAE, is the CEO of
DHI and the Door
Security & Safety
Foundation. If you’d like
to comment on this
article or any others in
the December issue,
email dgable@dhi.org.

OPENING THE DOOR
TO SCHOOL SAFETY

SECURE YOUR CLASSROOMS WITHOUT COMPROMISING LIFE SAFETY

Visit our NEW website for details:
www.lockdontblock.org
Door Security + Safety Professionals Know This All Too Well!
Several temporary door locking devices, or
barricade devices, have been made available
with the intention of providing protection for
students while in the classroom.

Unfortunately, these products fall short of the
code requirements and often lead to unintended
consequences. There are already solutions in place
in most schools and experts who can help you
conﬁrm if your school is safe and secure.

HELP US TELL SCHOOLS & PARENTS!

WATCH our video • SHARE the video • GIVE to the Foundation

Twitter: @DSSFoundation • Facebook: Door Security & Safety Foundation • YouTube: Door Security & Safety Foundation

Decoded

New Requirements for
Pedestrian Automatic
Door Operators and Sensors
By Lori Greene, DAHC/CDC,
FDAI, FDHI, CCPR

For doors with automatic operators,
there are two standards that are
referenced by the model codes. Lowenergy and power-assist operators
must comply with BHMA A156.19,
and power-operated pedestrian doors
must comply with BHMA A156.10.
Low-energy operators are typically
found on doors that are operated by
an actuator mounted on the wall,
or some other type of knowing act.
Power-assist doors open manually
with reduced opening force. Poweroperated pedestrian doors are swinging, sliding, or folding doors which
usually open automatically when a
motion sensor detects an approaching
occupant.
A new edition of A156.10 – Standard
for Power-Operated Pedestrian Doors,
was approved in July of 2017 and
published in August. The standard
includes an important change with
regard to the presence sensors and
safety control mats that are required
to prevent a door from opening or
closing automatically if the surrounding area is not clear. This change
also applies to low-energy operators
that are actuated by a motion sensor,
because A156.19 requires these doors
to comply with A156.10 when the
operator is not initiated by a knowing
act. The intent of the newly-added
requirement for monitoring is to

Photo courtesy of Lori Greene
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decrease the possibility of injury or
entrapment caused by automatic doors
with missing, disabled, disconnected,
or defective safety sensors and safety
control mats.
The new requirements, found in
Sections 7.6.1 and 8.1.4 of the A156.10
standard, require power-operated
pedestrian door systems to include a
means to verify that the presence sensors are functional, and that there is
communication between the automatic door control system and each presence sensor. If a fault is detected, the
automatic operator cannot function
until the fault is corrected. Monitoring
of the presence sensors must occur at
least once before each closing cycle,
but some systems also monitor the
sensors before each opening cycle as
well.

The technology used in monitored
safety sensors was fairly new when
A156.10 was last updated in 2011, but
the capability of monitoring sensors
has now been available for several
years. It has not been a standard feature for most automatic-door systems,
but going forward it will be mandatory for presence sensors on automatic
doors that are required to comply with
the 2017 edition of A156.10. Existing
doors are not necessarily required
to comply with the monitoring

Photo courtesy of BEA

requirements, depending on the codes
and standards that have been adopted
in the jurisdiction where the facility is
located. However, upgrading existing
doors may lead to decreased incidents
involving malfunctioning or disconnected sensors and door controls.

Most low-energy power operators are
actuated by using a “knowing act” as
required by BHMA A156.19 - Standard
for Power Assist and Low Energy Power
Operated Doors (2007 and subsequent
editions). A knowing act is a conscious
action to initiate the powered opening of the door, and includes push
buttons, fixed non-contact switches
(touchless switches with a range of 12
inches or less), access-control readers,
or pushing or pulling the door. Lowenergy power operators initiated by a
knowing act do not require presence
sensors and are not directly affected
by the new monitoring requirements.
When a door with a low-energy power operator is initiated by a motion
sensor instead of by a knowing act,
the door must comply with the requirements of BHMA A156.10, which
includes the addition of presence
sensors or safety control mats, and
in most cases, guide rails. Therefore,
low-energy power operators that are
not initiated by a knowing act must
have monitored presence sensors or
monitored safety control mats as required by the 2017 edition of BHMA
A156.10.

When automatic operators are installed on fire door assemblies, the
operators must be listed to UL 10C –
Standard for Positive Pressure Fire Tests of
Door Assemblies or NFPA 252 – Standard
Methods of Fire Tests of Door Assemblies.

These tests ensure that the products
are safe for use on fire-rated doors,
and accessories – including sensors
– are also required to be tested and
listed to one of these test standards. In
addition, NFPA 80 – Standard for Fire
Doors and Other Opening Protectives,
requires power-operated fire doors to
be equipped with a releasing device
that will automatically disconnect the
operator at the time of a fire, allowing
a self-closing or automatic device to
close and latch the door.

Typically, a new standard goes into
effect when it is incorporated into a
model code by reference, and that
code is adopted by a jurisdiction.
However, the effective date for the
changes incorporated into the 2017
edition of A156.10 is Nov. 11, 2017, 90
days after publication of the standard.
The impact of the monitoring change
on existing installations is addressed
in Appendix E, Section E-6, which was
added to the 2017 edition.

Additional revisions to the 2017
edition of BHMA A156.10 include a
definition for the term “monitoring
fault” and a change in the required
location of automatic-door signage to
50 inches +/- 12 inches from the floor
to the center line of the sign (previously 58 inches +/- 5 inches). Drawings in
Appendix A were updated, and grammatical changes were made throughout the document.

The American Association of
Automatic Door Manufacturers
(AAADM) strongly recommends daily
safety checks of all automatic doors,
conducted by the owner or person
responsible for the equipment. These
checks include verification that the

activating and safety sensors or mats
are working properly, the doors open
and close without impact, the doors,
threshold, and guide rails are intact
and properly secured, proper safety
signage is present, and the area is free
of obstacles that could affect the traffic
flow or operation of the doors.
If any deficiencies are found during
the safety check, the doors should be
safely secured and serviced immediately; automatic doors should be
installed, serviced, and inspected
at least annually by an AAADMcertified technician. In addition,
AAADM mandates that installation
and service technicians who are
AAADM certified are required to
conduct a safety check during each
installation or service call.

For more information about automatic-door safety and the standards
that apply to automatic doors, visit
BHMA’s website at www.buildershardware.com, or AAADM’s website
at www.aaadm.com.
Many thanks to Jeff Dunham of BEA
Sensors for his assistance with the background information needed for this
article. BEA has successfully tested a
safety sensor that is capable of internal and
external monitoring in compliance with
A156.10, and the product is listed to UL
10C for use on a fire door assembly (the
10LZRMICROSCAN1UT-FR will be
available Dec. 5.)
LORI GREENE, DAHC/
CDC, FDAI, FDHI, CCPR,
is the Manager of Codes
and Resources for
Allegion. She can be
reached at
Lori.Greene@allegion.com
or iDigHardware.com.
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 For our company,
attendance at the
convention has
been a valuable
experience. The
education sessions
allow us access to
professionals that
give us compact and
relevant information
that any distributor
can use in their
business. That’s
why we participate



every year.

— Jay M.
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Real Openings

Exiting the
Year

 PLUNGE AWAY
Matching plungertype floor stops.
One is on an
exit door into a
stairwell, the other
on a back door to
the office. Both
doors are fire-rated,
so neither plunger
should be there.
Judging by the
rust, they pre-date
the exit device.
And while they
removed the fox
lock from the door,
they should have
removed the knob
prior to installing
the exit device.

By Mark J. Berger

As 2017 comes to an end, let’s take a look at some
failed exit plans. My thanks to all the readers who’ve
sent in photos this year. We’ve had a record four
months with readers’ photo submissions, including
one month featuring photos from our top contributor,
Colby Dunham.
Here’s a challenge for 2018: I’d like FDAIs to send
in photos from their field reviews. I’d like to see the
staff of some of our top distributors who provide
installation service run a competition within their own
companies to see who can find the most interesting
doors (signage, violations, and unusual applications)
and send them in. And if you plan on taking a vacation
in 2018, let’s see your best vacation photos of doors
from all over the world.

 A FOR CLEANLINESS
When dining in New York City, always look for the city’s health department
rating. The rating is supposed to be visible at the entrance, so you can make
the judgement call prior to entering. This establishment should be very proud
of their “A” and everyone who passes through this portal can see it.
Sadly, I don’t know how many people notice that while the food has been
judged safe, exiting could be a problem due to the two deadbolt locks
surrounding the exit device.

 BOXED IN
We understand that space is always a premium. However, you shouldn’t
have to use the space in front of the exit door as a staging area. The concept
behind an emergency exit is that you can’t predict when the emergency will
occur.
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 KEYED EXIT
At least with a slide
bolt you’ve got a
chance to make the
exit door operable.
A keyed lock? As
they say in Brooklyn,
“Fuhgeddaboutit.”

 BURIED HEAD
There are certain
stores where you
can’t find things easily
because they are packed
to the gills. In this case, the
head of the exit device is one of
those hard-to-find items. But worse, there are
multiple slide bolts on this door, too. And I’m still
trying to figure out how the graffiti made it on to
the inside face of the door.

 TURNPIECE EXIT
Nice job preparing for the strike, but a complete job
would have involved removing the deadbolt.

RACK ‘EM UP
Kind of looks like an art exhibit, but another creative way to block an
exit. The exit itself could use some work; namely an exit device and
removal of the keyed deadbolt lock.
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 WEDGE
The good news
here—they
didn’t paint
over the fire
label. The bad
news—the
wedge, of
course, but I
also did not
see a fire-pin
or opening to
catch it on the
edges of the
door where top
rod only exit
devices were
used.

 NOT AN EXIT
Here’s a collection of exits with either signage indicating they are not
exits (so why pay the higher cost for an exit device?) or the absence of an
exit device and a keyed lever. In each, case, an exit sign is above the door.

 CAPTION THIS
Let’s end the year with a little contest: Please email your
suggested caption or explanation for this photo.

MARK BERGER is the President
and Chief Product Officer of
Securitech Group, as well as DHI
President-Elect and Chair of the
Builders Hardware Manufacturers
Association Codes & Government
Affairs Committee. All “Real
Openings” photos have been
taken in public spaces with the
goal of highlighting the prevalence
of code violations and the need for
vigilance to save lives. If you see
something, say something.
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The images shown here are
not intended to reflect upon
any specific manufacturer or
products but are intended to
help build awareness around
the everyday code violations
that occur in buildings over
time, despite our members’ best
efforts to provide solutions to
secure the life safety and security
of the building occupants.

NFPA 101® AND NFPA 80
FIRE DOOR INSPECTION
FOR HEALTH CARE FACILITIES
1-Day Classroom Training
for Facility Personnel
Help ensure fire door compliance in health care facilities. New NFPA® and Door Security and
Safety Foundation (DSSF) training helps you understand fire door inspection regs resulting from
CMS adoption of the 2012 edition of NFPA 101® Life Safety Code®.
December 4, 2017
Quincy, MA

FIRE DOORS
DON’T STOP FIRES
WITHOUT YOU.
The U.S. Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services (CMS) adoption of
the 2012 edition of NFPA 101: Life Safety
Code requires that health care facility
operators conduct a yearly inspection
of fire door assemblies in accordance
with NFPA 80: Standard for Fire Doors
and Other Opening Protectives. Help
ensure your facility is prepared for CMS
audits by knowing how—and when—
you need to comply with NFPA 80 rules.
Ideal for facility managers, building
owners, consultants, and contractors,
this one-day course addresses the door
types encountered along the egress
paths within a health care facility, the
door locking means permitted, the
eleven verification points required
for the yearly inspection of swinging
fire door assemblies, and addresses

the knowledge and skills required to
perform the inspection and testing
in accordance with NFPA 80. You’ll
leave with the knowledge required to
help ensure your facility’s fire doors
are in compliance with the new CMS
mandates, and to assist your staff in
knowing exactly what CMS surveyors
will request during audits.

December 14, 2017
Anaheim, CA

FREE WITH
TRAINING:
• NFPA 101
• NFPA 80
• DSSF Guide to
Annual Inspections
of Swinging Fire
Doors
• DSSF Field
Reference Digest
for Inspecting
Swinging Fire
Doors

Upon completion of this course you
should be able to:
• Judge the adequacy of door type for
each common health care occupancy
wall opening in accordance with
NFPA 101
• Apply inspection, testing, and
maintenance provisions for fire door
assemblies in accordance with
NFPA 80

NFPA® is a registered trademark of the National Fire Protection Association®,
1 Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA. For purposes and limitations of NFPA codes and standards, see Important Notices and Disclaimers Concerning NFPA Documents at nfpa.org/disclaimers

For more information, go to nfpa.org/101-80classroom
Call 1.800.344.3555

© 2017 NFPA.ORG
NFPA TRAIN 101-80—1117

Contributors
DIAMOND LEVEL
MANUFACTURER ($35,000+)

MANUFACTURER ($25,000+)

DISTRIBUTOR($10,000+)

Twin City Hardware

T hank You to Our Premier Contributors!
PLATINUM LEVEL
DISTRIBUTOR ($5,000)
Akron Hardware
Allmar, Inc.
Contract Hardware, Inc.
Spalding Hardware Systems
The Hallgren Company

INDIVIDUAL ($1,000+)

Hallgren, Mark S., AHC, FDHI
Heppes, Gerald S., CAE
Lopatka, Don M., AHC, FDAI
Maas, Robert D., FDHI
Petersen, Tim, LEED AP
Wacik, Laura A., AHC, FDAI, FDHI

DISTRIBUTOR ($1,000)

Architectural Door & Hardware of New York
Butler Doors, Inc.
Central Indiana Hardware Co., Inc.
Cleveland Vicon Company, Inc.
Mid Central Door
Mills & Nebraska
Montgomery Hardware Company
S. A. Morman and Company
Seeley Brothers
Special Projects Group, Inc.
USA Wood Door, Inc.
Walsh Door & Hardware Co.
Yates and Felts, Inc.

SALES AGENCIES ($500)

VT Industries, Inc.

Architectural Resources, Inc.
Baines Builders Products, Inc.
Donald A Loss Associates
R. E. Edwards and Associates, Inc.
Smoot Associates, Inc.

DISTRIBUTOR ($2,500)

INDIVIDUAL ($250)

GOLD LEVEL
MANUFACTURER ($10,000)
Door + Hardware Consultants, Inc.
H & G/Schultz Door
Kelley Bros.
LIF Industries, Long Island Fire Proof Door, Inc.
Midwest Wholesale Hardware
Mulhaupt's, Inc.
Negwer Door Systems
OKEE Industries, Inc.
Security Lock Distributors
Walters & Wolf Interiors
William S. Trimble Co., Inc.

SALES AGENCIES ($1,000)
D.L. Neuner Co., Inc.

INDIVIDUAL ($500)

Clancy, Michael B.
Dupuis, David R., AHC, FDAI, FDHI
Flowers, Susan P., DAHC/CDC,FDAI, FDHI
Frazier, Neal, AHC/CDC, FDHI
Hummel, Charles R., FDHI
McClendon, Don E., AHC, FDAI
Mullins, Charles W., DAHC
Parrish, Brian J., AHC/EHC
Poe, Gregory S., AHC
Pulliam, Jason

SILVER LEVEL
MANUFACTURER ($5,000)
Comsense, Inc.
National Guard Products, Inc.

Barnhard, Richard J., DAHC/CDC, FDHI
Hahn, Harold K., AHC
Hildebrand, Stephen R., FDHI
Hooker, Russell, DHT, AOC, FDAI
Hornyak, Stephen T., DAHC,FDAI, FDHI, CDT
Liddell, Rick, FDHI
Ray, Mel L.
Smith, Kamela H., AHC
Wacik, Laura A., AHC, FDAI, FDHI

BRONZE LEVEL
MANUFACTURER ($2,500)
Securitech Group, Inc.
Security Door Controls

DISTRIBUTOR ($500)

Architectural Sales, Division of Lensing Wholesale, Inc.
Baylor Commercial Door and Hardware
Beacon Commercial Door & Lock
Boyle & Chase, Inc.
Builders Hardware and Specialty Company
Builders Supply, Inc.
J & L Metal Doors, Inc.
Washington Architectural Hardware Co.

INDIVIDUAL ($100)

Boardman, Raymond K., AHC
Calvillo, Joseph
Chillino, Robert, FDAI
Chin, Thomas
De La Fontaine, Richard, AHC/CDC, FDAI, CCPR
Frye, Laura Jean, AHC,FDAI, CSI, CCS
Jackson, Paul W., DAHC
Lecours, Roger, AHC/CDC
Reilly, Timothy A., AHC
Rivas, Frank L., AHC, FDAI
Tock, Jeffery M., AHC

SUPPORTER LEVEL
MANUFACTURER (up to $2,500)
Accurate Lock and Hardware Co., LLC
Architectural Control Systems, Inc.
Concept Frames, Inc.
Door Controls International
Eggers Industries
HMF Express
Rocky Mountain Metals
SAFTI FIRST
Steward Steel, Inc., Door Division
Western Integrated Materials

DISTRIBUTOR (up to $500)

3SECorp
Allegheny Millwork-Commercial Door Division
GJ Builders Hardware, Inc.
JJAS Door Installations, Inc.
Norwood Hardware and Supply Company

SALES AGENCIES (up to $250)
Leon Specialty, Inc.

INDIVIDUAL (<$100)

Callahan, Stacey M.
Charette, Brian J., AHC
Cusick, William R.
Cusick-Rindone, Kendall L., CSI, CCPR
Dial, Randy S.
Molina, Chuck J., CCD
Pekoc, Thomas A., AHC, CDT, CSI
Pratt, Edward
Seigfreid, Jean
Weaver, Rodney W., AHC, FDAI, CAI, CFDI
Windfeldt, John M.

AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS
($5,000)

Steel Door Institute

(up to $2,000)

DHI Arizona Chapter
DHI Blue Grass Chapter
DHI Buckeye Chapter
DHI Canada
DHI Hoosier Chapter
DHI Iowa Chapter
DHI New York Chapter
DHI Ontario Chapter
DHI Rocky Mountain Chapter
DHI Tri State Chapter

(up to $500)

Downs Safe and Lock Co., Inc.

Contributors Listing as of November 1, 2017

The Revenue
Growth Habit

THE

SECRET TO

SELLING

MORE
By Alex Goldfayn

Because I run a revenue growth
consulting practice where my clients
add 10 to 20 percent to their growth
year after year, people ask me all the
time, what’s the secret to sales?
Because I do keynote speeches and
workshops every week, sometimes
multiple times per week, people
always ask me, what’s the secret to
revenue growth?

What’s the magic bullet for revenue
growth? I tell them; and I’ll tell you
right now because I know what the
secret is. I’ve studied it. I’ve looked for
it. No, I’ve hunted for it.
I’ve written about it. I speak about it. I
teach it. I will tell you what the secret is.
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The secret is…
… there is no secret.

There is no magic bullet. There is only
the grind. There is only the work. You
already know what to do.
If your livelihood depends on your
selling—and, preferably, selling
more—then you already know what
to do.

You know you must tell your existing
customers what else they can buy
from you, because too many of them
don’t know. That’s why they frequently say, “I didn’t know you did that!”
You know you should spend more
time talking to prospects, people who

?	When a customer calls, ask them the
“Did you know” question.
Did you know we can help you with x, y, or z?
? Ask for a referral.
	Who do you know, like yourself, who would find
value in working with me like you do?
?	Pick up the phone and call a customer you
haven’t talked to in six months or more.
I was just thinking about you; how’s your family?
? Ask for the business, on every call.
	How many would you like? I can get them to you
Tuesday if you place the order today.
have not yet bought from you. You
know they’d be better off with you
than the competition, but you’re not really putting in the time to talk to them.
You know you should spend more
time on the telephone talking to customers and prospects. Did you know
salespeople average just four hours
per week on the telephone? Four
hours! That’s it!

You know you should ask your
customers for the business more. You
know you should pivot to the sale.
They’re talking to you; they’re interested; ask them to buy!

You know you should ask your happy
customers for referrals, and they’d be
happy to give them to you. People love
giving referrals.
But we don’t do these things. We
spend our days reacting from one incoming call to another, and when we
live like this, we are not in control.
Our sales growth is not up to us.

If the right calls come in, you might
grow. But if the wrong calls come in,
you won’t grow, and it is completely
and totally outside of your control.

Want to grow sales? We must do the
proactive work that growth requires.

What is this work? Communicating
with customers and prospects! That’s
it. The more that we communicate
with them, the more they buy. The less
we communicate, the less they buy. It
never works the opposite way. You can
never communicate less, but sell more.
The work is to proactively communicate with customers and prospects,
systematically and repeatedly, multiple times a day.

There’s your secret: the grind is the secret. The work is the secret. We have to
do the work. We have to care enough
to do the work.
You’d be amazed at how many people
don’t care enough. It’s not hard to
stand out from the competition. The
competition is not very good.

We must be present for our customers and prospects. We must care, and
demonstrate to them that we care. We
must communicate with them, so they
know we are there for them. We have
to do the work.
The secret is the grind. 

ALEX
GOLDFAYN is
the author of The
Revenue Growth
Habit: The Simple
Art of Growing
Your Business by
15% in 15 Minutes
a Day. It was
selected the sales book of the year and one
of the top business books of the year by
Forbes. To discuss growing your sales 10-20
percent annually, call Alex at 847.459.6322.
Learn more about Alex’s keynote speaking
and revenue growth consulting practice at
www.goldfayn.com.
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Earn Your Level One
DHIA Certif icate and get a
discount on membership!
Earn this first level recognition of technical competence
and build the foundation of your career as a door
security + safety professional.
To achieve the DHIA certificate, you must successfully
complete two, online, self-paced courses:
COR101 - Fundamentals of Architectural Doors and Hardware,
and COR102 - Introduction to Codes and Standards.
Now through Dec. 31, 2017, you can purchase the
DHIA two-course bundle and join DHI as an individual
member for just $300. That's a 40% savings!

Your Name Here!

Join online today at www.dhi.org/DHIAoffer
or email education@dhi.org with questions.

When you join, you'll receive immediate benefits, including member pricing on education,
Technical Schools, along with Doors + Hardware magazine and our industry newsletter,
IndustryWatch. In addition, your membership will be good through June 30, 2018.
* Valid for New Members Only

Take the Level Two
Door + Hardware Technician
(DHT) credential
computerized exam and get
big savings on membership!
Results delivered immediately.

+

Now through Dec. 31, 2017, purchase the DHT exam and join
DHI as an individual member for just $440 - a 33% savings!
Go to www.dhi.org/DHToffer for details.

SHARE WITH YOUR COLLEAGUES!
For more information on these offers, email education@dhi.org.

Shelf Life

SIGNS THAT
YOUR
INVENTORY
MANAGEMENT
IS IN TROUBLE
By Jason Bader
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Many of us have heard the comment, “The most
expensive words in a company are: ‘Because
that’s the way we have always done it.’”
Those of us charged with helping distributors
improve net profit cringe when we come up
against this utterance. Doing thing the same
way repeatedly, and expecting different results,
is the sure definition of insanity. As I look at
some of the companies I have worked with
recently, I have run across a couple of other
equally damaging expressions guaranteed
to wreak havoc on the best laid inventory
management schemes.
The first of which is, “We want to be all things
to all people.” Essentially, this is a sales side
run riot. First of all, we can’t be all things.
We can be several things, but all things? This
demonstrates a lack of focus in a specific niche
or market segment and shows me the company
really doesn’t know where they excel. In short,
a shotgun approach will allow them to hit
enough targets to maintain revenue.
As you can expect, companies with this
mindset have a tremendously difficult time

getting their arms around an everexpanding inventory asset. This sales
team never has to get too deep in
any vertical market. When they meet
resistance, by someone more focused,
they can switch directions and sell to
a new audience. As you can imagine,
this shifting sales focus causes fits for
the inventory management folks.
By dabbling in several markets, it is
very difficult to build enough volume
with supply partners. This forces
the inventory investor to purchase
in less economical quantities and
accumulate freight cost. Even if they
are fortunate enough to make freight,
the company is rarely able to qualify
for the best discount level. The sales
team chastises the investors for poor
lazy negotiating when the whole
problem was really created by an
unfocused sales direction.

As you might imagine, companies
who dip their toe into several markets
often suffer diminished gross margin
percentages compared to their focused
competitors. By being so spread, it
is often difficult to become experts
in the diverse inventory offering. A
lack of education is the number one
cause of diminishing margins. When
faced with a diminishing margin
percentage, on a particular line of
products, I often challenge audiences
to ask themselves, “When was the last
time we invited the manufacturer rep
in for some product training?” When
a sales team can’t sell the features and
benefits, they drop the price to meet
competition.
A further consequence of this
shotgun approach is an overcrowding
of warehouse space. In order to buy
products in a reasonably economic
quantity, the shelves will be loaded.
When a material handing team is
dealing with a very diverse product
base, they are bound to have trouble
receiving, stocking and pulling
the product effectively. Technology
solutions, such as warehouse
management scanners, can help
alleviate some of the identification
problems; however, overcrowding
will still exist.

Dead stock will grow under this
business philosophy. To keep up with
the diversity of markets, the company
will have to introduce a constant
stream of new suppliers and items.
For those of you who spend your time
in inventory management, you are
well aware that the number one cause
of dead stock is brand new items.
From vague customer commitments,
to “I can sell that” optimism,
distributors are really bad at picking
turning and earning products. When
posed with this question, most
audience members suggest that less
than 25 percent of the new products
they introduce will ever bring a
return on investment. It’s expensive
to be an optimist.
The second proclamation that always
makes me smile is, “We want to be
the place people go when they can’t
find it anywhere else in town….”
Now if this isn’t a recipe for inventory
aging, I don’t know what is. Perhaps
there is a reason the item can’t be
found anywhere else in town: no one
is naive enough to stock it. I don’t
want to sound too harsh here, but I
have run across this multiple time in
my career. It is often followed by, “We
are thinking about locating a larger
building.” You don’t need a larger
building, friend, you just need to be
able to say no.

I recently ran across this mentality
when teaching a webinar on dead stock
management. One of the participants
asked how you reduce dead stock
when you want to be the place where
customers can find obscure items.
I suggested that a “Just in case”
inventory philosophy was always going
to produce dead and slow challenges.
Then again, to these companies, is an
item ever really dead?
I often see this problem manifest in
multiple generation companies. The
previous generations were so bent on
developing sales, that inventory was
an afterthought. These companies are
often housed in large pre-war buildings
with dust piled an inch thick. Many of
these owners has the habit of buying
out the inventory of competitors when

those businesses failed. Essentially,
they became hoarders.

Over time, the next generation
thrived on this “always have it”
reputation. A blind eye was turned
to the proactive liquidation of this
bargain inventory. Just so we are
clear, bargain inventory doesn’t take
up any less space than turning and
earning inventory. Eventually, when
bank starts asking how the line of
credit is collateralized, the blind eye
might turn black around the edges.

Banks do not take kindly to
companies that collateralize their
line of credit with “just in case”
inventory. Trust me. I saw this
happen first hand. A great thirdgeneration company was taken out
at the knees because they could not
bring themselves to shed the aged
inventory. Here’s a hint: when the
manufacturer of the product has been
out of business for the last decade,
you might want to get their products
off your shelves.
Let’s face it, old habits die hard. What
built a company does not necessarily
sustain a company into the next
generation. The most successful
distributors I have worked with are
very focused about the markets they
serve. They refuse to enter a market,
or a product direction, until the
current offering is self-sustaining.
Don’t let yourself get spread too thin
and don’t let yourself get into the
antiques business. As my grandfather,
an antique dealer in retirement, once
told me “If you want to make a small
fortune in the antiques business, start
with a large one!” 
JASON BADER is the managing partner of
The Distribution Team, a firm that specializes
in helping distributors become more profitable
through strategic planning and operating
efficiencies. The first 20 years of his career were
spent working as a distribution executive.
Today, he is a regular speaker at industry
events and spends much of his time coaching
individual distribution companies.
Contact him at Jason@Distributionteam.com.
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If you haven’t had the
opportunity to participate
in DHI education yet,
come see for yourself!

Email us at education@dhi.org and we will be happy to help you create a personalized
education plan. It will be the best investment you can make in your future as a door
security + safety professional!

DAI600: FIRE AND EGRESS DOOR ASSEMBLY INSPECTION CLASS
Dec. 5–7, 2017 (Class)
Dec. 8 (Exam)
DHI
Chantilly, VA

Jan. 26–28, 2018 (Class)
Jan. 29, 2018 (Exam)
Dallas, TX

April 8–15, 2018*
National Conference Center
Lansdowne, VA
*Exact dates of class TBD

In Person Course – 24 Hours – 72 CEP Points
Do not miss this opportunity! This training is open to all interested parties who have successfully completed two specific DHI courses:
COR117 - Door, Frame and Architectural Hardware Applications, and COR140 - Using Codes and Standards, or have comparable knowledge
or experience.
This class leads students through the codes affecting fire and egress doors. Participants will learn how to locate and interpret the code
documents related to openings to perform inspections and testing of fire and egress doors.
After completing the DAI600 course, students may then register to take the computerized FDAI certification exam through Kryterion Testing
Services at their convenience, or where available, may have the option to take the exam at the class site on Day 4 of the session.. Upon
successful completion of DAI600 and the exam, students will receive the credentials FDAI – Fire and Egress Door Assembly Inspector.

Discounts available for DHI members and employees of DHI corporate members.

For more information or to register, call Hanne Sevachko at 703.766.7034 or email hsevachko@dhi.org.

FUTURE
TECHNICAL
SCHOOLS

April 8–15, 2018
National Conference Center
Lansdowne, VA

May 28–June 2, 2018
DHI Canada Spring Technical School
Montreal

OUR INSTRUCTORS ARE THE
BEST IN THE INDUSTRY!

UPCOMING COMPLIMENTARY WEBINAR
Wed., Dec. 13, 2017 • 11 a.m. – Noon EDT
Flush Doors 101
Presented by Wally Berry, AHC LEED-AP, BD+C
CEP Points: 3
Flush Doors 101 is a step-by-step education program that provides attendees with a greater understanding of how to achieve
a desired appearance, capability and use, and possible application, for architectural wood flush doors.
By the end of this program you will learn:
• How to select face veneers
• Slice types and how they impact the final appearance
• How veneers are sliced to achieve a specific appearance,
and grade (Video of veneer slicing from tree to skin)

• Veneer matching options
• Skin grading options
• How to specify veneers to gain the desired appearance

We will also discuss fire-rating options, ply definitions, core options, green build options, and smoke and draft control options,
and show a video about an innovative and unique pre-finishing process that will give your doors the look and feel of furniture.

The live webinar is available to all and the webinar
archive is available only to DHI members and DHI
corporate member employees.

Register now at www.dhi.org/webinars

Education

Your Career, Our Commitment

“I am always amazed at how much information and knowledge I leave DHI with
after one of my classes. The content is thorough and relevant, and the instructors
are always eager to elaborate and share.” — From an AHC207 student

Impact
DECEMBER'S 60-SECOND SURVEY RESULTS
Since the December issue includes a product focus on decorative and restoration hardware, we
asked distributors a few questions about the impact of these products on their businesses.
Does your company regularly sell (other than an
occasional project bid) decorative hardware?

YES 40%
NO 60%
20%–40%

40%– 60%
60%–80%
80%–100%

Less than 20%

If yes, approximately
what percentage of your
revenue comes from
decorative hardware?

If yes, does your company have a
decorative hardware showroom?

YES 25%
NO 75%

Do you have a question
you'd like to see asked
in a 60-Second Survey?
Email Denise at dgable@dhi.org.
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RESIDENTIAL

<20%
64%

7.2% 12.6%
20%–40% 60%–80%

40%–60%
4.5%

>80%
11.7%

What percentage of your decorative hardware sales is
residential and what percentage is commercial?

COMMERCIAL

<20%
60.8%

11.2%
4%
20%–40% 60%–80%

40%–60%
2.4%

>80%
21.6%

Do you offer design
consultation to
architects, interior
designers, etc.?

Do you do restoration
work with refurbishing
original hardware and/
or custom replacement?

YES
55%
NO
45%

YES
26%
NO
74%

Classifieds
Building relationships,
careers and business!
• Privately Owned
• Sales Over $300M

• 90 Years in Business
• Steady Growth

We hire people with a purpose! If you are enthusiastic,motivated and
committed to excellence then DH Pace Company, Inc., would like to
hear from you!
As a rapidly growing organization with over 30 locations in 16 states,
DH Pace is looking for Sales, Operations, Field Installation and Service
professionals for all of our existing locations and for consideration in
new markets. Training will be provided for qualified candidates.
DH Pace Products:
Commercial Overhead Doors, Industrial High Speed and Specialty
Doors, Loading Dock Equipment, Entry Door Systems and Automatic
Doors, Electronic Security Systems and Residential Garage Doors,
Openers and Specialty Home Solutions lines
Over 30 Locations in 16 States:
• Arizona • Colorado • Florida • Georgia • Illinois • Iowa • Kansas
• Missouri • Nebraska • Nevada • New Mexico • North Carolina
• Oklahoma • South Carolina • Tennessee • Texas
DH PACE COMPANY, INC., OFFERS:
√ Competitive compensation
√ Comprehensive benefits package
√ Career growth opportunities

Ad Index

December 2017 | Decorative and Restoration Hardware

Akron Hardware

11

Albany Group

35

Ambico Limited

41

Construction Specialties

15

Classified

63

Direct Security Supply

23

Guardian Fire Test Labs

41

Hardware Suppliers of America Inside Back Cover

Security Lock Distributors

SEND RESUME TO: CorpRecruiter@DHPace.com
Offer of employment contingent upon successful completion of pre-employment screening,
background check and E-Verify. EOE M/F/Disability/Veteran AA VEVRAA Federal Contractor

DHPace.com

33

Salsbury Industries

Inside Front Cover,
Back Cover
19

Simonswerk NA

Follow us on LinkedIn

Top Notch Distributors/Boyle & Chase

7

Townsteel

FOR SALE:
Excellent 20+ year door and hardware shop
Government contracts
1.215.806.4534

5, 37

26

Trine Access Technology
VT Industries

1

Woodfold

2

DHI Ads
DHIA/DHT

56-57

DHI ConNextions 2018

46-47
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DHI Credentials and Certifications

28-29

 The New Door Security + Safety Magazine

DHI Education

60-61

Door Security & Safety
Foundation Contributors

52-53

 Trends and New Technologies
 2018 Economic Forecast
Editorial: dgable@dhi.org • Advertising: mlong@dhi.org

NFPA 101/NFPA 80 Training

51

Opening the Door to School Safety

43
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Closing CSI Education and
Thoughts Certification Programs
By T.J. Gottwalt, DHT, AHC, CDC, FDAI, FCSI, CDT, CCPR, CM-BIM
Part 2: After writing last month’s Closing Thoughts article in which I
described the various industry-related organizations and the benefits of getting more involved, I received positive feedback and was
urged to write a little more in detail about each of the organizations
I mentioned and the relevant certifications, credentials, and education programs from each. This is encouraging as each industry-related organization has something unique and worthwhile to offer
someone in the safety and security business.
I’ll start with the Construction Specifications Institute (CSI), since
many of us deal with construction specifications, at least in some
form or another. Whether you are involved in authoring specifications, interpreting them, bidding from them, or supplying product
to comply with them, construction specifications form the basis for
what products are required for a given construction project. CSI has
built their education and certification programs around the various
roles that people play in relation to specifications.
First, there is a certificate program called Construction Documents
Technologist, or CDT, which is a prerequisite for the other three CSI
certifications. The CDT program provides a comprehensive overview
for anyone who writes, interprets, enforces, or manages construction documents. Project architects, contractors, contract administrators, material suppliers, and manufacturers’ representatives are all
realizing the advantages of earning the CDT credential.
This credential forms the basis for the other three certifications
that CSI offers. The source materials for the CDT program include
the Project Delivery Practice Guide, MasterFormat, UniFormat,
SectionFormat, PageFormat, and GreenFormat, as well as conditions
of the contract (such as AIA A201 or EJCDC C-700). Participants in
the CDT program are encouraged to seek out local study groups
offered by most CSI chapters. Participation in these study groups
has shown to dramatically increase the likelihood of passing the
two-hour, multiple choice exam.
Once the CDT exam is passed, depending on your role in relation to
specifications, you may decide to take either the CCS, CCCA, or CCPR
certification exam.
If you are responsible primarily for writing project specifications, the
Certified Construction Specifier (CCS) program may interest you. A
CCS is a skilled product researcher who knows how to investigate
and identify cost-effective, efficient solutions, and then communicate those solutions through the specifications. Earning your CCS
means:
•

Developing an in-depth understanding of agreements, conditions of the contract, Division 01, and their relationships to
specifications.

•

Having advanced skills in specification development, enabling
you to use spec-writing software more effectively.

•

Understanding how to research and source products.
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The CCS exam is based on all of the materials mentioned above
for the CDT exam, as well as the Construction Specifications Practice
Guide (CSPG), and standard contract agreements such as AIA’s A101
or EJCDC’s C-520.
If you are primarily responsible for administering construction
contracts, CSI's Certified Construction Contract Administration
(CCCA) program may appeal to you. CCCA certification teaches you
to develop, administer and enforce construction documentation.
People who pass the CCCA exam have proven their skill in: Quality
assurance and quality control; Bidding and negotiating procedures.;
Construction observation and inspection.; Division 01, General and
Supplemental Conditions, agreements, and all other documents
related to the project.; Enforcement and liability.
The source materials for the CCCA exam include the Construction
Contract Administration Practice Guide, as well as MasterFormat,
UniFormat, SectionFormat, PageFormat, and conditions of the
contract.
Last (but certainly not least), if you are primarily responsible for
product representation, the CCPR program is designed for you. A
Certified Construction Product Representative is a valued resource
called upon by the design team again and again. Getting your CCPR
means:
Making sales calls, presentations, construction meetings,
and product shows more effective.
• Knowing the key parts of product binders
and other marketing collateral.
• Understanding roles and responsibilities of everyone involved
in the project, and how and when to communicate with them.
• Understanding all phases of the construction documentation,
and your role in each phase.
The CCPR exam is based on the Construction Product Representative
Practice Guide, as well as MasterFormat, UniFormat, SectionFormat,
PageFormat, and conditions of the contract. There are many online
resources to assist with studying for these certification exams, as
well as study guides and other resources available from CSI. The
knowledge gained through participating in these educational programs, as well as the credentials you can earn by passing the exams,
are a very real benefit in becoming a more expert safety and security professional. 
•

T.J. GOTTWALT, DHT, AHC/CDC, FDAI, FCSI,
CDT, CCPR, CM-BIM, is an Architectural
Consultant for Allegion. He can be reached at
Timothy.Gottwalt@Allegion.com.

style.

speed.
thousands of possibilities. same day shipping.
With over 1000 possible combinations of finishes, knobs, levers and roses, Schlage
offers a decorative trim style to match every taste. HSI is proud to offer the full line
of Schlage’s decorative trim options. And we’re proud to say we ship every Schlage
order placed by 5PM EST the same day.
This is how wholesale is supposed to work.

this is hsi.
See all the options at hardwaresuppliers.com/decotrim

800-334-5625

hardwaresuppliers.com

CO NFI D E N CE

YOU’RE NOT ALONE
When faced with the most challenging situations, you’ve got
a net. In today’s fast-paced environment, you can depend on
our team to get you what you need.

WWW.SECLOCK.COM
800-847-5625

Master Distributor of ASSA ABLOY Commercial Door Hardware Brands.

BEST-IN-CLASS
TECHNICAL
SUPPORT

ON-TIME
DELIVERY

UNMATCHED
INVENTORY

STATE-OF-THE-ART
WEBSITE

SECLOCK
ON-SITE®

EXPAND YOUR
BRAND WITH
OUR DROP SHIP
PROGRAM
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